A New Traditional Gate
Step by step by Chris Topp and Matthew Dwyer

T

he client wanted a garden gate in a medieval style, in
wrought iron. It’s not easy to find any examples of gates of
this sort of age to use as reference, but I was reminded of
sixteenth century work I have seen at Bolsover Castle, which
featured long twisted square bars, and so I used this idea as a
basis. For the crest of the gate I took elements from the gates
of Traquair Castle, large scrolls and stylised thistles. The thistles
are very large, but this seems to suit the slightly weird
proportions of much early work.

The gate was a bit of an indulgence, as it was to be judged for
an award, so we decided to go to town and forge quirk
mouldings at every transition from twisted to straight, and to
really accentuate the detail of the jointing and the catch etc.
The gate was designed by me and forged by Matthew Dwyer,
and there was no cheating, everything being welded in the
forge and tenons, etc. forged to size without grinding. Fun to
make!
This article is reprinted from Artist Blacksmith Magazine; used
with permission

Making the heel and top rail...
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Take a large section of wrought iron and fuller-in under the
power hammer using a large diameter steel round. All
dimensions left large at present.

Here the body of the bar has been drawn to size leaving the
heel the full stock dimension. Butcher in on three sides to start
the tenon, forge and trim tenon to finished size.

Upset in jig to create square corner, forge out tail of heel using
fuller. This is best done with a striker...

Upsetting...

Forging the heel.

Finished heel. Check with callipers and dress tenon hot to size.
The body of the heel should be left slightly wide for caulking
after assembly.

Top rail, started ready for welding. Weld up short so that the rail
can be drawn to correct length.

Welding.

Top rail welded.

Punching the top rail for the centre bar.
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Making the scrollwork...
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The hinge side of the bottom rail has a double heel; otherwise it
is forged the same way as the top rail

Heel and scroll ready for welding. This heel is not to stabilise a
tenon, but to provide a transition into the thistle element.

One side welded; ready to weld other side.

Welded scroll group scarfed for butt weld.

Welding butt.

Dressing the scroll root.

Setting scrolls.

Finished top scroll. The flared end forms the transition into the
oversized thistle.

Setup for double branch weld (faggot weld) for the upper
scrolls on the half-height vertical bars. Note the tongs.

Faggot weld; the weld is made and is being dressed

The upper scroll is butt welded to the next section of the
vertical bar.

Dressing scroll root. It is very important to shape the scroll root
correctly so that the scrolls will flow properly when set.
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Bar prepared for second scroll set.

Second scroll set welded; final section of vertical butt-welded;
scroll root dressed.

Making tenons on the vertical bars...
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Starting the tenon at the bottom of the bar; butchering.

The butcher’s bite

Swaging the tenon

Cutting to length

Cooling the shaft to limit the extent of the upsetting in the next
operation

Using a monkey tool to form a square, upset shoulder on the
tenon

Finishing the scrollwork...

The result.

Finishing the set of the scrolls

Finished bar.

Bars set on the bottom rail.
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Making the latch...
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Starting the latch pivot by fullering.

Drawing one side of the heel.

The other side drawn.

Drawing the stalk and eye (reconstruction).

The eye is ready for punching.

The latch lever, butchered and partially drawn.

The lever developing...

Cut from the parent stock and the scroll set.

Cold chasing prior to...

Right angle bend with upset corner

The thistle, cut from sheet, laid out in Tippex and partially chased.

Hot chasing.
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Blocking the body...
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And the crown.

